
INTEGRAL TILING GROUP PTY LTD- Tilers

Green Valley

FAQs In Employing Professional Tilers

When it comes to choosing a tiler it can be hard to find the right person
to do the job. So here are some guide questions to help you find the best
tiler for the job.

Howmuch preparation is necessary, and how long will it take?
The answer should be detailed and specific per stage of the project. They also
should have a rough idea of the time for the actual tiling work also at this
point.

Do you prime the surfaces before tiling?
The answer should be something like; All surfaces that need to be primed will
be primed.

How is/are the floor/walls going to be laid out?
Use your imagination as much as you like, a professional tiler can do almost
any design with tiles, provided you want to pay for it of course, I find all too
often that consumers are sometimes told what they are going to have, there's
no need, you have the choice!

How do you finish the edges and corners?
At this point you should agree whether you want tile trims to exposed edges
and external corners also, as with some tiles, it's not necessary, and you may
want to have the exposed corners with the tile edges mitred together.

What colour grout can I have?
If you want to see a sample of the colour, most tile stores have grout swatches
to look at, but, please bear in mind, that special colours may be more
expensive and take a while to be delivered, compared to stock items.

If you would like to find out what a real professional tiler is in Green Valley, call INTEGRAL
TILING GROUP PTY LTD at 0402 477 900!

FIND THE REPUTABLE TILERS IN GREEN VALLEY

https://www.goguide.com.au/find/Tilers/Green-valley-NSW/
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